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Abstract
Several current rocket engine concepts such as the bell-annular tripropellant engine,
and the linear aerospike being proposed for the X-33, require unconventional three-
dimensional rocket nozzles which must conform to rectangular or sector-shaped
envelopes to meet integration constraints. These types of nozzles exist outside the
current experience database, therefore, development of efficient design methods for
these propulsion concepts is critical to the success of launch vehicle programs.
Several approaches for optimizing rocket nozzles, including streamline tracing
techniques, and the coupling of CFD analysis to optimization algorithms are described.
The relative strengths and weaknesses of four classes of optimization algorithms are
discussed: Gradient based methods, genetic algorithms, simplex methods, and surface
response methods. Additionally, a streamline tracing technique, which provides a very
computationally efficient means of defining a three-dimensional contour, is discussed.
Gradient based schemes generally rely on a gradient evaluation at the current design
point to determine the search direction required for objective function minimization with
either constrained or unconstrained design variables. This type of technique is good at
rapidly achieving an optimum if the objective function is well behaved. However, it can
easily be trapped in local optima or by constraints in a region far from the optimal design.
Genetic algorithms are adaptive search procedures based on the biological concept of
evolution. They start with an initial set, or population, of design points and use the
genetic operators of selection, crossover and mutation to converge on an optimal design.
Since this method searches from a set of designs rather than a single design, it can
uncover different "families" of good designs.
Surface response methods utilize a limited number of runs to construct a model of the
design space. This model is then used to determine an optimal design. Examples of
such methods include Taguchi, neural networks, and regression models. If accurate
models of the design space can be constructed, these methods become very attractive
for problems where function evaluations are computationally expensive.
Streamline tracing provides a rapid means of determining a nozzle design which exhibits
good performance but has an arbitrary exit shape. By using an axisymmetric optimum or
ideal nozzle as a baseline, a shape can be inscribed onto the exit plane of the nozzle
and numerous streamlines may be traced back to the plenum. These streamlines may
then be used to define a nozzle contour, which will exhibit the same inviscid flow
characteristics as the nozzle from which it was traced.
The performance of the various optimization methods on thrust optimization problems for
tripropellant and aerospike concepts is assessed and recommendations are made for
future development efforts.
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